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CartaLogix

Convert and solutions 
provider of barcode 
labels and 
thermal paper



ABOUT US
Cartalogix  was first established in 2015 and was initially 

providing raw material i.e. Self Adhesive Paper used in making 
Barcode Labels. Later in 2019, Premium Prodline expanded its

operations and product line by providing raw material for Thermal
Paper, Thermal Paper Rolls, Ribbons, Barcode Labels and other 

electronic items used to Produce receipts or point of sale along with
the Self Adhesive Paper for Barcode Labels

 business,
changing the way we do things, I see that as a major strategic leap

forward. We are asking our people to make the best decisions for the
business as a whole, not just their little part of 

 have worked extensively on outsourcing areas, diversified
composites, human resource and our ultimate passion to surpass 

service by giving our clients the ultimate reliability. As we know that 
quality, fortitude and consistency along with clients satisfaction is to

its peak we make sure that our clients are never let down and
always welcome us to new 

 work to succeed for the better
Thank you for your interest in Premium Prodline
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MISSION
To strive incessantly for excellence and sustain our position as the

preferred supplier of quality paper and its supporting electronic
items and with a customer focused strategy

VISION
Our vision is to be a leading world - class paper manufacturer and

supplier company in the industry. Also ensure to deliver high quality
and cost competitive products and be the first choice of customers.

CORE VALUES
We Strive For Excellence.
We Deliver Customer Satisfaction.
We are Ethical in All our Actions.

WHAT WE DO
Cartalogix  is a Converter and Supplier of   and 

 Adhesive 

Cartalogix also provide their clients and customers an  extensive
and complete range under one roof. Along with the raw materials of Self

Adhesive Paper and Thermal Paper we also provide their electronic items
i.e. printers and scanners and software to manage.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
BARCODE LABELS

 

           1. SELF ADHESIVE PAPER :
It  is  the  raw  material  of  the  paper  used  in 
making Barcode labels. Avery Dennison, Avery 
Dennison   Fasson,   UPM   &   other   reputed    
companies are the main source from where the 
self adhesive papers are imported to provide to 
its  valued  customers.

2. BARCODE LABELS :
Cartalogix  provides its customers the printed 
Barcode labels in any size they need. We also make 
customized barcode labels according to customer!s 
preference.

3. RIBBONS / INK :
Ribbons are the inks used in printers to print barcode 
labels. Our main supplier of     reputed

 
companies

 which provide  us three  main kinds  
of ribbons which we provide to our valued customers.
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4. PRINTERS & SCANNERS :

Cartalogix    commits   to   provide   every 
interrelated  item  under  one  roof.  We  provide 
electronic  item  i.e.  printers  and  scanners  for 
barcode labels. Printers are available of brands

 Zebra, Epson, Honeywell and Avery Dennison.
 We  also  provide  a  barcode  reader  which  also 

called a price scanner or point -of -sale (POS)
 scanner,  is  a  hand  -held  or  stationary  input 

device used to capture and read information.
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ROLLS
1. THERMAL ROLLS  :
Thermal Paper rolls are used to produce receipts or 
point  of  sale.  We  provide  the  raw  material  for 
Thermal rolls from brands like Hansol (Korea), OJI 
(Japan), KOEHLER (Germany) and other reputed 
companies from China. Also we provide Thermal 
rolls in every size as per the customer requirement

2. PRINTERS

3.PHOTOCOPY PAPER (A4):

 :
Cartalogix  provides  various  kinds  of  printers 
of several brands to print the receipts or point of sale.
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We also provide security products and systems:
 RFIDS
 Checkpoints
 Time Attendance
 Soft-Tags & Hard-Tags

Why you should make Premium Prodline your Preferred Supplier
We work as a team and commit to provide best quality product and service all

under one roof so that our valued customers have ease to use. Also we believe in
consistency, reliability and premium quality in order to satisfy our customers.
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LOCATION

Cartalogix  Head  office  is  based  in  C-41 block J North Nazimabad 
Pakistan. Karachi All deliveries are dispatched from their respective 

areas.
 

We
 

have distribution center's in Karachi.



CONTACT  US

021-36612782

C-41 block J North Nazimabad

info@cartalogix.com
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